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Abstract
Circadian rhythms, located in all organisms, is an innate natural clock system driving daily cycles
in behavior and metabolism. This clock entrains to daily cycles via regular exposure to light:dark
cycles. When light exposure is altered, it is known to cause alterations behavior and metabolism
because of its role in regulating bodily function. Constant light (LL) is emerging as a predominant
circadian disruption due to prolonged exposure to light at night during night-shift work, and the
use of TVs and smartphones at night and throughout the night. To understand how different
organisms respond to constant light, two comparative studies were performed. In each, two
genetically similar strains of mice were used to identify strain differences regarding physiologic
and metabolic responses to constant light. The first using two strains of C57BL/6 (C57BL6/J and
C57BL6/N) mice to establish differences in response to running wheel (RW) access in LL and the
second consisted of two CBA (CBA/J and CBA/CaJ) mouse strains to define differences
associated with retinal function in LL. Physiologic and metabolic data were collected through
behavioral assays including the open field test, the light-dark box (LD Box), and the novel object
test. Metabolic assays including the glucose tolerance test (GTT), and thyroid stimulating hormone
(TSH), free thyroxine (fT4), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), insulin, liver triglyceride,
and testosterone enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) were used. Several baseline
differences in the C57BL/6 strains were established including C57BL6/J mice (B6J) experiencing
increased locomotor activity compared to C57BL6/N (B6N) mice. In LL, B6J mice also exhibited
greater period lengthening and increased anxiety compared to B6N mice. These results
demonstrate strain specific differences in behavioral and physiological responses to LL and RW
access. Additionally, baseline differences were observed circadian locomotor activity, behavior,
and metabolism in the CBA strains. CBA/CaJ (sighted) mice experienced the effects of LL (period
lengthening and weight gain) most severely as the CBA/J (blind) mice responded the same
regardless of the photoperiod exposed to. These results suggest a clear photoperiod and retinal
function connection.
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Introduction
Circadian rhythms are the endogenous

entrainment via photic and non-photic input.

biological clock that are responsible for

The retina provides afferent information to the

maintaining many physiological functions.

SCN via the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT).

Nearly all organisms possess this internal

As

process as it functions to regulate sleep-wake

photosensitive

cycles, behavior, and physical and mental

(ipRGCs) containing the protein melanopsin

status, repeating itself approximately every 24

initiate entrainment. ipRGCs depolarize after

hours. Each day, light exposure allows for the

exposure to light allowing for this photic input

entrainment and synchronization of circadian

to travel throughout the retina. Glutamic acid

rhythm which is essential for good health due

is used to relay photic input to the core of the

to its role in hormone regulation. (LeGates et

SCN based on photic stimuli. The photic input

al., 2014). Most mammals are able to achieve

will first be sent to the intergeniculate leaflet

circadian

regular

(IGL) of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN).

exposure to a light:dark cycle. External

Once organized, the IGL will utilize both

stimuli are the primary influence regarding the

neuropeptide

function of circadian rhythms. However, this

Aminobutyric acid (GABA) to signal the core

natural clock process exists independent of

of the SCN. This pathway is performed to

environmental cues throughout an organism.

regulate circadian rhythm, thus controlling the

In mammals, the fundamental molecular clock

phase of the SCN directly. Environmental

loop located in the core of the suprachiasmatic

cues known as Zeitgebers are sent to the core

nucleus (SCN) interacts with cells throughout

of the SCN located ventrolateral in the SCN.

an organism via cycling protein levels to

Separated into two regions, the shell, and the

initiate

core of the SCN work to organize and relay

entrainment

both

arousal

through

and

feelings

of

sleepiness.

light

enters

the

eye,

retinal

Y

(NPY)

intrinsically

ganglion

and

cells

gamma-

circadian information, respectively.

The Circadian Timing System
The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is

The
organisms

core

functions

via

vasoactive

to

entrain
intestinal

a small nucleus anterior in the hypothalamus

polypeptide (VIP) cells’ clock output. The

located superior of

the optic chiasm.

core clock proteins levels oscillate in response

Comprised of approximately 10,000 neurons,

to the external stimuli. Entrainment signals

the human SCN works to maintain circadian

are sent to the shell via GABA that contains
3

the rhythmic organization of the circadian

between core and shell is essential for phase

timing system resulting in an output of

synchrony of the internal biological clock

circadian rhythms (Evans et al., 2015). As

(Figure 1). Output originating from the shell

opposed to the rhythmic patterns of protein

of the SCN includes vasopressin (VP) and

expression present in the SCN core, those in

prokineticin 2 (PK2) that sends a hormonal

the shell are constituently expressed (Hamada

signal to other hypothalamic nuclei and the

et al., 2001). The shell, containing vasopressin

pineal gland to regulate peripheral oscillators

(AVP) cells, coordinates rhythmicity with the

resulting in whole-body synchrony (Figure

VIP cells in the core. Communication

2).

GABA/VIP

GABA/VP

Figure 1 | The SCN core (in light gray) works to entrain to environmental cues and communicates time-of-day information to the
shell (in dark gray). The shell is responsible for sending timing cues to the body to maintain phase alignment. Figure from Turek
and Rosenwasser 2005.

Figure 2 | Circadian Light Input Pathway. Light enters the eye and photic information travels to the SCN located in the
hypothalamus via the retinohypothalamic tract. The SCN delivers entrainment information to the hypothalamus which will then
signal the release of other hormones to maintain the peripheral clock.
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The Molecular Clock Loop and Free-

mutations in core clock genes result in

running Period

desynchrony.

In

mouse

models,

clock

Protein levels fluctuate in the core of

mutations result in lengthened period and an

the SCN in response to external stimuli. The

elimination in per rhythmicity (Vitaterna et

core molecular clock loop initiates the

al., 1994). Moreover, per1 and per2 knock-out

generation of circadian oscillations. Under

(KO) models experience a disruption or an

normal conditions, the core molecular clock

abolishment of free-running rhythms (Bae et

loop is initiated via the heterodimer formed by

al., 2001). The circadian timing system

Brain Muscle ARNT-like protein 1 (BMAL1)

requires regular exposure to light:dark cycles.

and Circadian Locomotor Output Cycle Kaput

Under normal conditions, Zeitgeber

(CLOCK) initiating transcription of period

synchronizes the circadian period with the

(PER) and cryptochrome (CRY) in response

environment resulting in measurable period

to

transcribed,

via Zeitgeber Time (ZT) with initial light

phosphorylated PER and CRY bind and return

exposure represented by ZT0. However, in

as a complex to the nucleus during the

constant conditions, either constant light (LL)

subjective night. As levels of the PER/CRY

or constant darkness (DD), activity is instead

complex increase, they bind to and inhibit

measurable via Circadian Time (CT) with

BMAL1/CLOCK, this suppression of its own

initial onsets of activity defined as CT 0. In the

transcription results in the formation of a

absence of photic timing cues, the body will

negative feedback loop.

of

utilize the endogenous clock to produce a

PER/CRY in the nucleus decrease towards the

rhythm. As light information is limited, a

end of the night, BMAL1/CLOCK inhibition

delay in the timing of the circadian cycle

decreases and per and cry transcription will be

produces a range of period lengthening or

initiated (Figure 3). However, disrupted

period shortening

photic input results in a shift in the molecular

activity. Constant conditions, either LL or

clock loop. As oscillation patterns exceed or

DD, result in free-running rhythms. A

fall below a typical 24-h cycle alterations

consistent delay or advance occurs in the

appear in phase resulting in a phase shift, and

circadian timing system throughout exposure

behavioral, neuroendocrine, and circadian

to constant conditions. It should be noted that

rhythm disruption (Moore and Eichler, 1972;

the period of free-running rhythms are species

Stephan and Zucker, 1972). Additionally,

and individual specific.

photic

input.

Once

As levels

effects in locomotor

5

Figure 3 | The Molecular Clock Loop. Light initiates the Brain Muscle ARNT-like protein 1 (BMAL1) and Circadian Locomotor
Output Cycle Kaput (CLOCK) complex to initiate the transcription of period (PER) and cryptochrome (CRY) with light exposure.
PER and CRY levels rise in the cytoplasm where they bind and will return to the nucleus to inhibit their transcription resulting in
a negative feedback loop. The inhibition ends when PER/CRY complex levels reduce throughout the night. BMAL1/CLOCK will
no longer be inhibited and can promote PER and CRY transcription in the morning.

Circadian Disruptions
Altered

to

exposure results in abnormal environmental

disrupted circadian locomotor rhythms, which

cues being signaled to the SCN. The

leads to a

molecular

desynchrony between cellular processes,

environmental cues for entrainment causes the

organs, and behavior. Disruptions in circadian

transcription of proteins to follow such cycles.

rhythms are known to cause alterations in

Furthermore, as the molecular clock loop

behavior. In addition, long term exposure to a

follows environmental cues, the circadian

disrupted rhythm can lead to prolonged

timing system may or may not be able to

changes in psychiatric behaviors including

entrain to the present condition. Circadian

anxiety

disruptions including jetlag, seasonal shifts,

and

light

(Okuliarova et al., 2016). Altered light
exposure

depression-like

leads

behaviors

clock

loop’s

reliance

on

6

and non-24h days can be entrained to but have

corresponding with circadian disruption.

been shown to lead to alterations in

Altered BDNF has been found to increase

physiology and metabolism due to peripheral

anxiety (Colzato et al., 2011), result in poor

clock desynchrony (Maroni et al., 2020;

metabolism (Marosi and Mattson, 2014), and

Barclay et al., 2012). Altered circadian

altered circadian function (Ikeno et al., 2016).

rhythms has been shown to lead to lead to or

Studies utilizing animal models have

exacerbate altered metabolism and hormonal

identified diabetic symptoms and disruptions

rhythms (Capri et al., 2019; Maroni et al.,

to hormone secretions (Maroni et al., 2018;

2018; Tapia-Osorio et al., 2013). Both studies

Fonken et al., 2013). Night shift workers have

with animal models and humans have shown

been shown to gain more weight and

that jetlag and night shift work can lead to the

experience obesity more compared to day

development of diabetes (Nascimento et al.,

shift

2016; Gale et al., 2011; Cho et al., 2000).

Furthermore, dim light at night has been

workers

(Antunes

et

al.,

2010).

One form of circadian disruption

shown to result in similar negative health

becoming increasingly common is that of

effects (Fonken et al., 2013). Finally, LL can

constant light. It has been previously shown

lead to increased weight gain, insulin

exposure to constant light (LL), light-at-night

resistance, and altered metabolic hormones

through increased screen time (e.g., TVs,

(Coomans et al., 2013). The metabolic and

tablets, and smart phones), or night-shift

behavioral abnormalities due to circadian

work, can disrupt the circadian rhythm thus

disruption, can be due to altering the amount

leading

physiologic

of light exposure and/or the inability to

abnormalities. Because LL induces circadian

synchronize to environmental and photic cues

disruption, it has been shown to increase

(Fernandez et al., 2018).

anxiety, depression-like behaviors, and stress

Use

in animal models (Fonken et al., 2009).

Experiments

to

metabolic

and

of

Running-wheels

in

Rodent

Human studies also indicate mood alterations

One method being explored to combat

resulting from LL exposure (LeGates et al.,

the negative effects of circadian disruption is

2014). This prolonged light exposure alters

exercise. The “mood boasting” effects of

many of the body’s daily functions including

exercise are well understood (Broocks et al.,

physiology and metabolism. Brain-Derived

2003; Dunn & Dishman 1991; Farrell et al.,

Neurotropic Factor (BDNF) may be a link

1987). The RW is found to lead to alterations
7

in commonly analyzed behaviors including

Importance of Studying Multiple Mouse

exploration,

Strains

anxiety,

and

learning

and

memory. Running-wheel access has been

The C57BL6 mouse is a very common

shown to reduce exploratory behaviors in a

inbred strain of mouse used in research.

novel environment (Pietropaolo et al. 2006;

However, two distinct colonies of this strain

Burghart et al., 2004). Both increases

have been created: C57BL6/N and C57BL6/J

(Nishijima et al., 2013) and no changes to

at Charles River Labs and Jackson Labs,

anxiety-like behaviors (Dubreucq et al., 2011)

respectively. These colonies have been

have been reported indicating alterations that

separately bred for so long it has resulted in

occur due to RW access may be strain

the formation of two distinct C57BL6

dependent. Exercise has also been noted to

substrains. For many years, these strains have

improve cognition in aging animals (Cotman

been

& Engesser-Cesar 2002; Fernandez-Teruel et

recently there has been evidence to suggest

al., 1997).

that there exist strain differences in behavior

Improvements

to

human

considered

interchangeable

until

and physiological responses to circadian

cardiovascular problems (Lim et al., 2015)

disruptions,

and obesity (Kim et al., 2015) caused by

genetically similar background (Banks et al.,

circadian disruption could be due to exercise

2015; Sturm et al., 2015). This creates

promoting the resynchronization to the

variability in study results. This study was

light:dark cycle (Yamanaka et al., 2010;

done to define these differences between these

Eastman et al., 1995). In mouse model studies,

two genetically similar strains of mice.

the running wheel (RW) is used to stimulate

even

Previous

if

work

the

has

strains

shown

have

that

exercise as it is a pleasurable and rewarding

individuals can have altered biological clock

activity for the rodent and increases BDNF

function if they are visually blind or

(Oliff et al., 1998). Additionally, running

experience retinal degeneration compared to

wheel access has been shown to aid in the

sighted individuals in both animal and human

regulation of the circadian rhythm during

studies (Flynn-Evans et al., 2014; Wee et al.,

disruption (Leise et al., 2013; Edgar et al.,

2002). One commonly used mouse model in

1991). Running wheel access is constantly

biomedical and behavioral studies, the CBA/J

shown to improve the metabolic and cognitive

mouse, carries the Pde6brd1 mutation which

state of animal models.

causes retinal degeneration by wean age,
8

while other CBA strains (CBA/N and

light is vital for the function of the molecular

CBA/CaJ) do not. This mutation causes

clock loop. When a desynchrony occurs in the

degeneration of rhodopsin photoreceptor cells

molecular clock loop because of altered photic

(used for vision), but does not affect

input it results in whole body desynchrony

melanopsin photoreceptor cells within the

including changes in behavioral states and

retina,

circadian

metabolic efficiency. Constant light as a

entrainment to a light:dark cycle (LD) cycle,

circadian disruption is becoming increasingly

allowing mice with retinal degeneration the

common with the use of TVs and smartphones

ability to synchronize to a LD cycle. While

at night or throughout the night as well as

rhodopsin is not required to synchronize to the

night-shift work. It is vital to establish strain

LD cycle, melanopsin deficient mice with

differences in response to LL. However

intact visual photoreceptors are able to entrain

genetically similar, differences in behavior

and only show mild deficits in circadian

and physiology will lead to

photosensitivity, indicating that there may be

conclusions if used freely interchangeable.

some overlap between these two photic

This study aims to (1) define any differences

pathways (Panda et al., 2003; Hastings et al.,

in how C57BL6/J (B6J) and C57BL6/N

1997).

(B6N) mice strains respond to LL and RW

Summary

access, and (2) define any differences in how

which

are

used

for

Circadian rhythms are innate cycles

different

CBA/J (with retinal degeneration) and

within all organisms that regulate physiology

CBA/CaJ

(without

retinal

degeneration)

and metabolism. As the primary regulator of

respond to constant room-level lighting (LL).

circadian rhythms, regular exposure to cycling
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Methods I: C57BL6/N vs C57BL6/J
Animals

with

animals or Circadian Time 6 (CT6) for LL

All animal studies were carried out

animals. Timing results in testing in the

approval

middle of the inactive period and same

from

Bridgewater

State

University’s Institutional Animal Care and

relative phase for both sets of animals.

Use Committee (IACUC). Thirty-eight male

Circadian Locomotor Activity

C57BL6/J (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor,

Home

cage

activity

Laboratories, Shrewsbury, MA, USA) mice

continuous infrared beam sensors (IR) or via

were purchased at approximately 7 weeks of

constant access to a home cage running wheel

age. Upon arrival, mice were housed

(RW) (StarrLife Sciences, Oakmont, PA,

individually and placed in a 12:12 h LD cycle

USA). IR sensors were secured directly to the

and allowed one week for acclimation with

wire lid of the home cage of each individual

regular chow (LabDiet 5001, St. Louis, MO,

and centered to the middle. Sensors detect

USA)

Weekly

gross locomotor activity of mice via the

measurements of food consumption and body

breaking of the IR beam during mouse

mass were recorded. After the one-week

activity.

acclimation period, half of each strain and

established via the use of Tecniplast (StarrLife

cage type, either with running wheel access

Science, Oakmont, PA, USA, wheel diameter:

(RW) or monitored via an infrared beam (IR),

23 cm) activity cage systems. Wheels collect

were placed into room level constant light

data regarding wheel turns, distance run, and

(LL) while the other half of each strain and

duration via magnetics to detect revolutions of

cage type remained in the room level 12:12

the wheel. Data regarding per second

LD cycle. Eight groups were established as a

movement is recorded by both IR and RW

2 X 2 X 2 design: (1) B6J/IR/LD (n = 9); (2)

cages and stored individually in VitalView

B6J/IR/LL (n = 9); (3) B6J/RW/LD (n = 10);

(StarrLife Sciences, Oakmount, PA, USA)

(4) B6J/RW/LL (n = 10); (5) B6N/IR/LD (n =

activity software.

9); (6) B6N/IR/LL (n = 9); (7) B6N/RW/LD

Open Field

water

ad

libitum.

monitored

locomotor

ME, USA) and C57BL6/N (Charles River

and

was

circadian

Voluntary

RW

using

access

either

was

(n = 10); and (8) B6N/RW/LL (n = 10). All

After 6 weeks of exposure to LD or

the behavioral and physiological assays were

LL, an open field test was performed to assess

performed at Zeitgeber Time 6 (ZT6) for LD

locomotor activity and explorative behaviors
10

in a novel environment. Locomotor activity of

into what created zone one of the cages used

individual mice were individually monitored

for the open field (as seen in Figure 4B).

via SmartCage™ system

Inc.,

Similar to the open field, for 10 min, mice

Redwood City, CA, USA). The SmartCageTM

were allowed to move freely, and data was

system and cages (25W x 37L x 9H cm with

collected

regarding

floor area of 435.7 cm2) (Thoren Caging

exploratory

data

Systems, Hazleton, PA) are used to track data

occupancy

time,

regarding locomotor activity when in the

traveled, velocity, rears, and right and left

space via infra-red beams. Cages are divided

rotations).

into 9 equisized zones via 3x3 rows and

parameters, dark zone occupancy time, dark

columns (as seen in Figure 4A). For 10 min,

zone latency (time until first entry of dark

mice were allowed to move freely, and data

zone), and transitions between dark and light

was

zone

zones are monitored for the 10 mins of the

distance,

test. Prior to the run of the next mouse, each

velocity, rears, left and right rotations as well

cage was washed to eliminate any olfactory

as for each zone using CageScore software

cues. This test was performed in room level

(AfaSci Inc.). Prior to the run of the next

lighting (approximately 700 lux).

mouse, each cage was washed to eliminate

Novel Object

collected

occupancy

time,

(AfaSci

regarding
active

overall
time,

any olfactory cues. This test was performed in

In

in

locomotor
each

active

addition

zone

time,

to

and
(zone

distance

open

field

Following a one-week recovery period

room level lighting (approximately 700 lux).

from the LD Box, the novel object test was

Light-Dark Box

conducted to define differences in C57BL/6

After a one-week recovery period

strain recognition memory, or the ability to

from the open field test, a Light-Dark Box

identify a familiar situation. A 1-day protocol

(LD Box) assay was performed to assess

modeled after Bevins and Besheer (2006) was

unconditioned

behaviors.

used. Using the same open-field boxes, two of

Parameters including dark zone time, dark

the same objects (two rectangle LegoTM

zone latency, and transitions to the dark zone

towers of the same color stacked two LegosTM

indicate anxiety levels as rodents will prefer

high) were taped down on opposite ends of the

dark areas when stressed over lighter areas. A

open field (as seen in Figure 4C). Individual

red plastic dark-box (16W x 12L x 11H cm

mice were allowed to move freely for 10 mins.

with an opening of 4.5W x 4H cm) was placed

Significant interactions (lasting at least 1 s) of

anxiety-like

11

touches/sniffing for both (left and right)

LegosTM high) on the right of the cage (as seen

objects, as well as right zone occupancy time

in Figure 4D). The mouse was given 3 min to

(regardless of interactions) were recorded

move freely during the second run. Significant

manually. A 1-hour rest period was provided

interactions

to mice in which they were returned to their

touches/sniffing for both (left and right)

home cage and allowed to recover. Following

objects, as well as right zone occupancy time

the 1-hour rest period, animals repeated this

(regardless of interactions) were recorded

test with a new object (circular LegoTM towers

manually.

(lasting

at

least

1 s) of

of a different color from the old, stacked two

Figure 4 | Open Field and Light-Dark Box Apparatus Setup. (A) The open field divided into 9 sections in a 3x3 fashion. Note zone
5 is the center zone. (B) The LD Box divided such that zone 1 is the dark zone and zone 2 is the light zone. (C) The novel object
assay with the first run containing the same object and (D) the second run containing one old (left) and one new (right) object.

Physiology
Mice were fasted for 4 hours, then
euthanized via CO₂ narcosis. Whole blood

thyroxine (fT4) (MBS765283, Mouse Free
Thyroxine ELISA Kit, MyBioSource) via a
fT4 ELISA.

was collected, allowed to clot, and centrifuged

Brain Tissue Collection: Simultaneous

at 2000g at 4˚C for 20 minutes to obtain

with blood collection, frontal lobe sections (1

serum. Serum was stored in -80⁰C. After

mm3) were manually dissected and stored

storage, serum was used to measure free

immediately in -80⁰C. After storage, tissue

12

homogenates were created using 10mL Pierce

Merck, St. Louis, MO, USA), centrifuged 4⁰C

IP Lysis buffer (Thermo Scientific, Rockford,

for 20 min at 2,000 g and tested in

IL, USA) and 100µL protease inhibitor (Halt

EnzyChromTM Triglyceride Assay Kits

Protease

(Bioassay Systems, Hayward, CA, USA).

Inhibitor

Single-Use

Cocktail

EDTA-Free 100x; Thermo Scientific). 0.4 mL
protease/lysis cocktail was added to each

Stats
Circadian

period

and

locomotor

sample and centrifuged at 4⁰C for 20 minutes

activity were calculated using Clocklab’s

at 2,000g. The supernatant of was tested in

(Actimetrics, Wilmette, IL, USA) automated

BDNF ELISAs (Mouse BDNF PicoKine

chi-square and bout analysis functions. Three-

ELISA, Boster Biological Technology Co.,

way ANOVAs with Tukey Post-hoc pairwise

Pleasanton, CA, USA).

comparisons were used to assess mean

In addition, simultaneous 50 mg liver
tissue

collection

occurred

and

differences amongst genotype, photoperiod,

was

and home-cage type for behavioral assays,

immediately stored at -80⁰C. After storage,

physiologic markers, and circadian locomotor

the liver samples were homogenized in 300

activity.

µL of 5% Triton-X100 (Sigma-Aldrich

Methods II: CBA/J vs CBA/CaJ
Animals

water ad libitum. Weekly measurements of

All animal studies were carried out

food consumption and body mass were

approval

State

recorded. After the one-week acclimation

University’s Institutional Animal Care and

period, half of each strain of mice were placed

Use Committee (IACUC). Thirty-four male

into room level constant light (LL) cycle

CBA/J and CBA/CaJ (Jackson Laboratories,

while the other half remained in LD cycle at

Bar Harbor, ME, USA) mice were purchased

room level lighting. Four total groups were set

at approximately 9 weeks of age. Upon

up in a 2 x 2 design: (1) CBA/J + LL (J/LL)

arrival, mice were housed individually and

(n=8); (2) CBA/J + LD (J/LD) (n=9); (3)

placed in a 12:12 h LD cycle and allowed one

CBA/CaJ + LL (CaJ/LL) (n=9); and (4)

week for acclimation with regular chow

CBA/CaJ + LD (CaJ/LD) (n=8).

with

from

Bridgewater

(LabDiet 5001, St. Louis, MO, USA) and
13

Circadian Locomotor Activity
Home

locomotor

monitors. An intraperitoneal injection of

activity was monitored using continuous

2g/kg of glucose was administered to each

infrared

(StarrLife

mouse and blood glucose levels were

Sciences, Oakmont, PA, USA), as described

measured post-injection at 30-, 60-, and 120-

in Methods I.

minutes post-injection.

beam

cage

circadian

measured by One-Touch Ultra-2 glucose

sensors

(IR)

Open Field

Blood Collection: After one week of

After 6 weeks of exposure to LD or

recovery from the GTT, mice were fasted for

LL, an open field test was performed to assess

4 hours, then euthanized via CO₂ narcosis.

explorative behaviors in a novel environment,

Whole blood was collected, allowed to clot,

as described in Methods I. For 10 min, mice

and centrifuged at 2000g at 4˚C for 20 minutes

were allowed to move freely, and data was

to obtain serum. Serum was stored in -80⁰C.

collected regarding overall zone occupancy

After storage, serum was used to measure free

time, active time, distance, velocity, rears, left

thyroxine (fT4) (MBS765283, Mouse Free

and right rotations as well as for each zone

Thyroxine ELISA Kit, MyBioSource), insulin

using CageScore software (AfaSci Inc.). Prior

(Ultra-Sensitive Mouse Insulin ELISA Kit,

to the run of the next mouse, each cage was

Crystal Chem Inc., Downers Grove, IL,

washed to eliminate any olfactory cues. This

USA), and thyroid stimulating hormone

test was performed in room level lighting

(TSH)

(approximately 700 lux).

Stimulating Hormone, TSH ELISA Kit,

Physiology

MyBioSource) ELISAs.

(MBS777023,

Mouse

Thyroid

Glucose Tolerance Test: Two weeks

Brain Tissue Collection: Simultaneous

following the open field assay, a Glucose

with blood collection, frontal lobe sections (1

Tolerance Test (GTT) was performed to

mm3) were manually dissected and stored

determine the glucose sensitivity of each CBA

immediately in -80⁰C. After storage, tissue

strain individual. The GTT gives insight to the

homogenates were created using 10mL of

ability of an organism to clear glucose from

Pierce IP Lysis buffer (Thermo Scientific,

the blood. Impaired tolerance reveals pre-

Rockford, IL, USA) and 100 µL of protease

diabetes or type 2 diabetes in the subject. After

inhibitor (Halt Protease Inhibitor Single-Use

a 12-hour fast, a small prick was made at the

Cocktail

tip of the tail and a baseline blood glucose was

Scientific). 0.5 mL of protease/lysis cocktail

EDTA-Free

100x;

Thermo
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was added to each sample and was centrifuged

chi-square and bout analysis functions. Area

at 4⁰C for 20 minutes at 2,000g. The

Under the Curve (AUC) was calculated for

supernatant of was then tested for testosterone

each CBA mouse to assess glucose clearance

(MBS288265, General Testosterone ELISA

over time for the GTT. Two-way ANOVAs

Kit, MyBioSource).

with Tukey Post-hoc pairwise comparisons

Stats

were used to assess the light cycle and strain
Circadian

period

and

locomotor

differences in each group containing CBA

activity were calculated using Clocklab’s

mice for all metabolic and behavioral assays.

(Actimetrics, Wilmette, IL, USA) automated

Results I: C57BL6/N vs C57BL6/J
Circadian Locomotor Activity
Representative

actograms

B6N
are

mice,

However,

respectively
no

interactions

(Figure
are

7A).

seen.

displayed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 and means

Strain/cycle (F1,59 = 9.80, p = 0.003) and

and SEM for circadian parameters are

cage/cycle interactions (F1,59 = 13.83, p =

represented in figure 6. Under a 12:12

0.001) occurred for circadian period. Only in

light:dark cycle, each animal was able to

LL, B6J mice experienced greater period

entrain, while all mice in LL experienced

lengthening than B6N mice (p < 0.001). While

period lengthening (F1,59 = 8.65, p = 0.005, LD

both cage types, IR and RW were able to

> LL). RW (F1,59 = 19.30, p < 0.001) and B6J

entrain in LD (p = 0.99), IR mice experienced

mice (F1,59 = 4.39, p = 0.041) also experienced

greater period lengthening than RW mice (p <

period lengthening compared to IR cages and

0.001) (Figure 7B).
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Figure 5 | Representative Home Cage Locomotor Actograms for C57BL/6 mice in IR. (A) B6J/LD, (B) B6N/LD, (C) B6J/LL, and
(D) B6N/LL.

Figure 6 | Representative Home Cage Locomotor Actograms for C57BL/6 mice in RW. (A) B6J/LD, (B) B6N/LD, (C) B6J/LL, and
(D) B6N/LL.
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Figure 7 | C57BL/6 Home Cage Locomotor Activity. (A) Daily home cage locomotor activity was increased in B6J, LD, and RW
mice independent of each other. (B) LL increased period regardless of strain or cage type. B6J and IR mice experienced greater
period lengthening in LL independent of each other. †: running-wheel difference, σ: cycle difference, ∗: significant difference from
each other, a = B6J/LL > B6J/LD, and b = B6N/LL > B6N/LD, at p < 0.05.

Open Field

was observed in distances traveled in the open

All means and SEM of C57BL6 open

field. B6N mice experienced reduced speed

field parameters are represented in Figure 8.

(F1,68 = 79.17, p < 0.001) compared to B6J

Differences in cycle (F1,68 = 4.87, p = 0.031,

mice, regardless of cycle and cage. However,

LD < LL), cage type (F1,68 = 22.36, p < 0.001,

B6J mice also reduced distance traveled in

RW < IR), and strain (F1,68 = 30.96, p < 0.001,

response to the RW compared to IR (p <

B6N < B6J) were observed in active time

0.001), while B6N mice did not experience

(Figure 8A). LL resulted in increased velocity

this cage type difference (p = 0.067). LD/IR

(F1,68 = 4.08, p = 0.047), independent of cage

mice experienced reduced distance traveled

type and strain (Figure 8B). Additionally, B6J

compared to LL/IR (p = 0.008) independent of

mice

strain.

experienced

increased

velocity

However,

RW

access

did

not

compared to B6N mice (F1,68 = 74.05, p <

experience this cycle difference (p = 0.94). It

0.001), and B6J/RW exhibited decreased

should be noted that LL/RW experienced

velocity compared to B6J/IR (F1,68 = 3.96, p =

reduced distance traveled compared to LL/IR

0.050), while B6N mice did not experience

(p < 0.001) (Figure 8C). Rearing behavior

this difference (p = 0.59) (Figure 8B).

was increased in LL compared to LD (F1,68 =

Baseline strain and a cage/strain interaction

14.69, p < 0.001). Additionally, B6J/RW
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exhibited reduced rearing (F1,68 = 4.59, p =

compared to B6N/IR (p < 0.001), but RW

0.036) while B6N mice did not experience this

animals experienced no differences (p = 0.05).

cage type difference (p = 0.87) (Figure 8D).

Running wheel access only led to a reduction

Center zone time resulted in both

in center zone time for B6N mice (p = 0.046)

cycle/strain (F1,68 = 10.40, p = 0.002) and

while B6J mice did not experience this

cage/strain (F1,68 = 6.48, p = 0.013)

difference (p = 0.80) (Figure 8E). An

differences. B6N mice occupied the center

interaction between cycle and cage type

zone longer than B6J mice, but only in LL (p

occurred for the total number of rotations

< 0.001). B6J mice in LL spent the same

(F1,68 = 14.46, p < 0.001). LL/RW exhibited

amount of time in the center zone compared to

increased rotations compared to LD/RW (p <

B6J in LD (p = 0.97). However, B6N/LL had

0.001)

increased center zone time compared to

rotations compared to LD/IR (p = 0.033)

B6N/LD (p = 0.001). Additionally, B6J in IR

regardless of mouse strain (Figure 8F).

exhibited

decreased

center

zone

and

LL/IR

exhibited

increased

time

Figure 8 | C57BL6/N vs C57BL6/J Open Field. (A) LL, IR, and B6J mice experienced increased active time independently. (B) A
baseline strain difference of increased velocity in B6J mice compared to B6N. B6J mice in a RW cage had decreased velocity
compared to IR independent of cycle. B6N mice did not experience this cage difference. LL also increased velocity independent of
strain and cage. (C) B6J mice experienced increased distance traveled compared to B6N mice independent of cycle and cage type.
However, RW reduces distance traveled for B6J mice only regardless of cycle. (D) LL increased rears in regardless of strain.
However, RW reduces rears for B6J mice in LD only. (E) B6N/LL experienced increased center zone time compared to all other
groups. B6N/LL in a RW home cage experienced a reduction in center zone time compared to B6N/LL in IR. (F) LL increased total
rotations for animals in IR compared to LD independent of strain. However, RW access reduced rearing in LL. †: running-wheel
difference, σ: cycle difference. ∗: significantly different from each other at p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. a: significant difference of the
comparison previously described, at p < 0.05.
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decreased light zone time compared to B6J in
Light-Dark Box
All means and SEM of C57BL6 LD
Box parameters are represented in Figure 9.
An interaction between cycle and strain
occurred in time spent in the light zone (F1,67
= 4.05, p = 0.049). B6N/LD exhibited
decreased light zone time compared to
B6J/LD (p = 0.038). However, this strain
difference in light zone time did not occur in
LL (p = 0.99). B6J mice exposed to LL

LD (p = 0.004) while B6N mice did not
experience this cycle difference (p = 0.97).
(Figure 9A). Differences in cycle (F1,67 =
4.46, p = 0.040, LD < LL) and strain (F1,67 =
7.16, p = 0.010, B6N < B6J) exist in the
number of transitions from light to dark zones
(Figure 9B). Lastly, no significant differences
in any group occurred in for dark zone latency
(the time until first entry of the dark zone) (all
p > 0.08) (Figure 9C).

Figure 9 | C57BL6/N vs C57BL6/J Light-Dark Box. (A) B6J/LD mice experienced increased light zone time compared to B6N/LD
regardless of cage type (indicated by the letter a). B6J/LL mice exhibit a decrease in light zone time compared to B6N/LL regardless
of cage type (indicated by the letter b). (B) LL and B6J mice performed increased transitions between light and dark zones
independent of each other and regardless of cage type. (C) No significant differences seen in the initial entry of the dark zone. σ:
LD vs. LL difference, ∗∗significantly different from each other at p < 0.01. a = B6N < B6J in LD, and b = B6J/LL < B6J/LD, at p
< 0.05.

Novel Object
All means and SEM of C57BL6 Novel

now on right), the groups again did not differ

Object Test are represented in Figure 10.

in time spent in either zone (all p > 0.10). A

During the first 10 min test, time spent in each

cycle/strain difference occurred with the left

zone did not differ in any group (all p > 0.10).

object (F1,68 = 4.83, p = 0.031) and a

B6J mice interacted with both the left (F1,68 =

cage/strain interaction for the right object

8.60, p = 0.005) and right objects (F1,68 = 7.38,

(F1,68 = 5.28, p = 0.025). LD caused no

p = 0.008) compared to B6N (Figure 10A-B).

differences between strains (p = 0.74). B6J

During the second 3 min run (the new object

mice exhibited no differences between
19

interactions with the new or old objects,
however, B6J/LL had increased interactions
with the old object compared to B6J/LD (p =
0.015) and B6N/LL (p < 0.001). B6J/IR mice
experienced increased interaction with the
right (new) object (p = 0.040) compared to
B6N/IR but, no differences were seen in RW
type cages (p = 0.098) (Figure 10C-D).
Physiology
All means and SEM of C57BL6

compared to LD but only in IR cages (F1,56 =

Figure 10 | C57BL6/N vs C57BL6/J Novel Object. (A)
Initial interactions with the left and (B) right objects (same)
were increased in B6J mice. (C) B6J mice exhibited
increased second interactions with the left (old) object
compared to B6N mice regardless of cycle or cage
(indicated by the letter a). (D) B6N mice exhibited
decreased second interactions with the right (new) object
compared to B6J mice, but only in IR. ∗Significantly
different from each other at p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01. a =
B6J/LL (IR or RW) > B6J/LD (IR or RW), at p < 0.05.

7.39, p = 0.009). RW mice did not experience

average weekly food consumption compared

any differences in BDNF in LD or LL (p =

to IR animals independent of genotype or

0.59). No differences in strains were exhibited

photoperiod (F1,68 = 22.41, p < 0.001) (Figure

in frontal lobe BDNF levels (F1,56 = 0.43, p =

11C).

physiological characteristics are represented
in Figure 11. An interaction between cage
type and cycle occurred in frontal lobe BDNF
levels. BDNF levels were reduced in LL mice

0.52) (Figure 11A).

Differences in fT4 serum levels

A cycle/strain/cage type interaction

occurred due to cycle and cage type. LL (F1,61

was found in weight gain (F1,68 = 5.03, p =

= 5.62, p = 0.024) and RW access (F1,61 = 4.67,

0.028). LL/B6N/IR mice experienced greater

p = 0.038) produced increased fT4 serum

weight gain compared to LD/B6N/IR (p =

levels, independently of each other (Figure

0.046) however, this weight gain difference

11D). Lastly, a cage type and cycle interaction

did not occur in B6J mice (p = 0.98).

occurred in liver triglycerides (F1,63 = 4.11, p

LL/B6N/IR mice also experienced greater

= 0.049). IR/LL mice exhibited greater liver

weight gain compared to LL/B6J/IR (p =

triglyceride levels compared to IR/LD (p =

0.002). This pattern was not observed in LD

0.011). RW access caused no differences in

(p = 0.99) or in LL/B6N/RW (p = 0.69)

liver triglyceride levels in LL (p = 0.68)

(Figure 11B). RW mice exhibited increased

(Figure 11E).
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Figure 11 | C57BL6/N vs C57BL6/J Physiological Characteristics. (A) LL and IR reduce frontal lobe BDNF levels in both strains
independent of each other. (B) B6N/IR/LL experienced the most weight gain amongst all groups. (C) Regardless of strain or cycle,
RW increased average weekly food consumption. (D) LL and RW increased fT4 in both strains. (E) LL and RW increased liver
triglycerides in both strains. †: Running-wheel difference, σ: LD vs. LL difference, ∗: significantly different from each other at p <
0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01.

Results II: CBA/J vs CBA/CaJ
Circadian Locomotor Activity
Representative

actograms

of mouse. LL also reduced overall home cage
are

activity (F1,30 = 9.52, p = 0.006), counts per

provided in Figure 12 and all calculated

activity bout (F1,30 = 5.96, p = 0.025), and peak

means and SEM of all circadian locomotor

activity (F1,30 = 13.61, p = 0.002) in both

activity parameters are summarized in Table

mouse strains. However, no differences were

1.. CBA/J mice in LL experience a shorter

seen in the length on activity bout (LD = LL)

circadian period compared to CBA/CaJ in LL

(F1,30 = 0.39, p = 0.54). Independent of cycle,

(F1,30 = 247.51, p < 0.001). LL decreased both

CBA/CaJ mice exhibit increased bouts per

rhythm power (F1,30 = 30.53, p < 0.001), and

day (F1,30 = 8.10, p = 0.010).

alpha (F1,30 = 8.48, p = 0.009) in both strains
21

Figure 12 | Representative Home Cage Actograms. (A) CBA/CaJ in LD, (B) CBA/J in LD, (C) CBA/CaJ in LL, and (D) CBA/J in LL.

Table 1 | Circadian actograms reveal increased period length, and reduced power, activity counts per day, and circadian peak in
animals exposed to LL independent of strain. CBA/CaJ mice in LL experience greater period lengthening compared to CBA/J in
LL. CBA/J mice experience reduces bouts per day independent of cycle. Values with letters (a,b,c) indicates significant pairwise
comparison at p < 0.050.

Open Field

(F1,30 = 8.85, p = 0.006) (Figure 13B) and

The means and SEM of all CBA mice

distance traveled (F1,30 = 11.07, p = 0.018)

open field parameters are summarized in

(Figure 13C). CBA/J mice also exhibited

Figure 13. CBA/CaJ mice in LL exhibited

increased time spent in the center zone (F1,30 =

increased active time in the open field (p =

11.63, p = 0.002) (Figure 13E). However, LL

0.010), no differences were found between

had no influence on distance traveled,

LD and LL in CBA/J mice (p = 0.95) (Figure

velocity, and center zone time. No cycle or

13A). Baseline strain differences were found

stain differences were uncovered in rearing

as CBA/J mice exhibited decreased velocity

behavior (F1,30 = 0.16, p = 0.70) (Figure 13F).
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Figure 13 | CBA/J vs CBA/CaJ Open Field Variables. (A) Regardless of strain, LL exposure increased active time. (B) Baseline
strain differences show decreased velocity and (C) distance traveled by CBA/J mice. (D) LL increased total rotations regardless
of strain. (E) CBA/J mice experience less center zone time. (F) No cycle or strain differences are seen in explorative rears. †:
strain difference (p < 0.05), ‡: cycle difference (p < 0.05).

Physiology

not experience this cycle difference (p = 0.99)

The means and SEM of all CBA
physiological

parameters

measured

(Figure 14A). A strain (F1,30 = 5.33, p <

are

0.001) and cycle (F1,30 = 9.13, p = 0.005)

represented in Figure 14. A strain/cycle

difference is seen in average weekly food

interaction occurred for weight gain (F1,30 =

consumption. CBA/J mice consume more

6.93, p = 0.013). CBA/J mice in LD are larger

food per week compared to CBA/CaJ and

than CBA/CaJ mice (p = 0.006). However, LL

animals in LD consume more food than mice

exposure increased the body mass for

in LL, independently of each other (Figure

CBA/CaJ (p = 0.011), while CBA/J mice did

14B).

Both genotype and cycle differences

strain (Figure 14D). LL exhibited decreased

are seen in TSH levels. CBA/CaJ mice

initial glucose in the GTT compared to LD

experience

levels

(F1,30 =10.42, p = 0.003) (Figure 14E). An

compared to CBA/J mice (F1,26 = 16.28, p <

interaction was observed for calculated area

0.001). LL decreased TSH levels in serum

under curve (AUC) of the GTT (F1,30 = 4.82, p

compared to LD (F1,26 = 19.10, p < 0.001)

= 0.036). CaJ/LL experienced reduced AUC

but no interactions occurred (Figure 14C).

compared to CaJ/LD (p = 0.050) while this

Additionally, LL also decreased serum fT4

difference was not observed in CBA/J mice (p

levels (F1,30 = 6.89, p = 0.014) independent of

= 0.97) (Figure 14F). Only LL results in

greater

serum

TSH
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increased serum insulin (F1,30 = 11.89, p =

experienced lower frontal lobe testosterone

0.002). No strain differences in serum insulin

compared to CaJ/LL (p = 0.001). No cycle

levels occurred (Figure 14G). A cycle/strain

differences were observed in CBA/J mice (p =

interaction

0.075) (Figure 14H).

occurred

in

frontal

lobe

testosterone (F1,30 = 6.25, p = 0.019). CaJ/LD

Figure 14 | CBA/J vs CBA/CaJ Physiological Characteristics. (A) CBA/CaJ mice exposed to LL gained more weight compared to
CBA/J mice which experienced no weight gain differences due to cycle. (B) A baseline strain difference exists as CBA/J mice ate
more food on average than CBA/CaJ mice. Independent of strain, animals exposed to LL consumed less food on average weekly
compared to LD mice. (C) CBA/J mice and LL mice experience a reduction in TSH independent of each other. (D) LL also reduces
fT4 regardless of strain. (E) CBA/CaJ mice in LD experience a lowered ability to clear blood glucose over time in the GTT
(indicated in an * at 120 min, p < 0.05). (F) CBA/CaJ mice in LD also have the greatest Area Under the Curve (AUC) for the GTT.
(G) LL increased serum insulin independent of strain. (H) CBA/CaJ in LD experienced decreased frontal lobe testosterone
compared to CBA/CaJ in LL. CBA/J did not experience this strain difference. †: strain difference (p < 0.05), ‡ represents a cycle
difference (p < 0.05).
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Discussion
B6J vs B6N

2012) it should be noted that B6Js with RWs

I report circadian, behavioral, and

exhibited a reduction in center zone time

physiological strain differences in response to

(Figure 8E), thus reducing explorative

RW access and LL in C57BL/6 mouse strains.

behavior in this study. However, overall, B6J

B6J mice exhibited greater period lengthening

mice

in response to LL compared to B6N mice

exploration with a RW compared to B6N mice

(Figure 7B) which is likely due to B6J mice

given a RW (Figure 8). These results may

having

free-running

indicate that RW access increases anxiety-like

rhythms in DD compared to B6N mice (Banks

behaviors compared to animals not provided

et al., 2015). A baseline strain difference

RWs. Previous studies have shown that with

regarding home-cage locomotor activity was

repeated

found. Overall, B6Js exhibited increased

explorative locomotor activity is decreased in

home-cage activity regardless of cage type

both strains, but only B6N mice reduced

compared to B6Ns (Figure 7A). Previous

center zone time (Sturm et al., 2015).

work has identified key genetic differences

Combined results from previously cited work

between these two strains in genes regulating

and the work reported in this study reveal

circadian clock function and retina function,

several anxiety-like behavioral differences in

including Adcy5 (impact circadian locomotor

these two B6 strains when provided a running

levels), Pmch (influences arousal and sleep),

wheel.

longer

endogenous

and Crb1 (influences retina photoreceptor
structure) (Simon et al., 2013).

show

increased

injections

novelty-induced

of

corticosterone

In addition to differences in RW
access, differences regarding anxiety-like

Differences regarding novelty-induces

behaviors due to LL are revealed in LD Box

locomotor activity in the open field occurred

reporting. B6Js in LL exhibited decreased

in B6N and B6J mice when given a RW.

time in the light zone while B6Ns in LL did

Independent of photoperiod, B6J mice given

not experience this difference due to the

RW exhibited increased activity in the open

photoperiod (Figure 9A). This could be due

field compared to B6N mice given RWs

to B6Ns having higher baseline anxiety

(Figure 8). While other studies report a

compared to B6Js. Other studies suggest

decrease in exploratory behavior in B6J mice

anxiety-like

given a RW (Duman et al., 2008; Garrett et al.,

dependent (Tapia-Osorio et al., 2013; Fonken

behaviors

may

be

strain
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et al., 2009). However, it should be noted that

cortex BDNF levels (Gibney et al., 2013).

other studies utilizing non-B6J mice respond

Here, I report a similar pattern in B6J mice

to exposure to LL similarly to B6Ns and do

exhibiting increased anxiety-like behaviors

not exhibit differences in novelty-induced

(increased transitions in the LD Box) in

locomotor activity (Zhou et al., 2018; Fujioka

correlation with reduced frontal lobe BDNF

et al., 2011). These results indicate a

levels in LL but only in IR cages.

significant strain difference exhibited by B6J

Additionally, reduced object recognition is

mice. A similar pattern occurred during the

associated with reductions in BDNF (Francis

novel object test. During initial interactions,

et al., 2012). B6N/IR mice exhibited

B6J mice exhibit increased novel object

decreased interactions with the new object in

exploration during initial training compared to

the second run of the novel object test while

B6N mice (Figure 10A-B). In addition to

B6N/RW and B6J/IR mice did not experience

baseline differences, B6J mice experience

this antisocial behavior. However, while it

increased interactions with the familiar (old)

was reported that running wheel access alone

object during the repeated trial but only in LL

is insufficient to increase BDNF within the

(Figure 10C). B6N mice did not experience

hippocampus (Fuss et al., 2010), it was found

this difference due to the photoperiod. Other

here that RW access improved BDNF levels

studies indicate that depressive-like behaviors

in both strains in LL. Voluntary access may

may be strain and species specific (Zhou et al.,

possess a positive influence in neuronal health

2018, Tapia-Osorio et al., 2013; Fonken et al.,

in combating negative effects of constant light

2009).

regardless of strain.
A decrease regarding frontal lobe

It has been previously shown that

BDNF levels due to LL occur in B6J mice but

lowered exploratory behavior correlates to

only in IR cages while B6N mice did not

reductions in hippocampal BDNF levels

experience

photoperiod

(Kazlauckas et al., 2011). I report the opposite

differences

(Figure

nor

11A).

home-cage
This

result

as LL increases exploratory behavior in both

indicates differences observed in behavioral

B6 strains and decreases frontal lobe BDNF

responses due to LL may be linked to altered

levels, and B6J mice exhibit increased

BDNF because of its behavioral and circadian

exploratory

influences. Previous studies have shown

decreased BDNF levels in IR/LL compared to

anxiety concurrent with decreased prefrontal

B6J/IR/LD. This difference in results could be

behavior

and

experience
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due to circadian disruption. Normally, BDNF

influence liver triglycerides (Figure 11E).

exhibits oscillations during a 24-hour cycle

Additionally, RW access is consistently

(Bova et al., 1998). It is possible that exposure

reported

to

normal

consequences caused by dim light-at-night

oscillations in BDNF however, here BDNF

(Fonken and Nelson 2014) and other forms of

was only measured at a single time point.

circadian disruption (Nascimento et al., 2016).

circadian

disruption

altered

to

relieve

negative

health

Overall, B6N may be more sensitive to

Running wheel access is consistently shown

metabolic alterations caused by LL compared

to alleviate obesity in various strains of mice

to B6J mice in LL. In LL, only B6N mice

(Dalbram et al., 2019; Hiramatsu et al., 2017;

without RW access exhibited increased

Nascimento et al., 2016; Waters et al., 2013).

weight gain compared to B6J mice in the same

A study, also utilizing C57BL6/J mice,

conditions (Figure 11B). B6J mice carry a

indicates running wheel access can aid in the

mutant

nucleotide

amelioration of obesity-like symptoms even

transhydrogenase (Nnt) gene resulting in

in combination with a high fat diet (Hicks et

abnormal glucose metabolism that B6N mice

al., 2016). Additionally, this pattern also

do not carry. Because of this mutation, B6J

occurs in leptin-resistant rats (Shapiro et al.,

mice are more prone to obesity and insulin

2008). While RW access can aid in the

resistance. Additionally, LL induces negative

maintenance of amplitude and length of

metabolic effects including increased liver

activity

triglycerides and fT4 independent of food

behavioral “masking” occurs on the molecular

intake. Altered levels of thyroid-related

mechanism of the biological clock (Edgar et

hormones in LL have also been reported in

al., 1991). Results from this study indicate that

association with and without obesity present

while

(Maroni et al., 2018). Combined results

improvements to some metabolic alterations

indicate that circadian disruption, specifically

caused by circadian disruption, it can only

LL can alter metabolic states independent of

provide moderate relief.

nicotinamide

during

voluntary

circadian

exercise

disruption,

can

provide

strains despite a healthy diet being consumed.
It should be noted that while RW

CBA/J vs CBA/CaJ

access reduced weight gains and increased

I report circadian, behavioral, and

BDNF levels to combat negative health

physiological strain differences in response to

consequences in LL, RW access did not

LL between CBA/J and CBA/CaJ mice.
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Overall, LL does not affect CBA/J (retinal

gain and a reduction in glucose tolerance

degeneration) mice as strongly as CBA/CaJ

because of LL exposure (Figure 14). Weight

(no retinal degeneration) mice. CBA/J mice

gain in response to LL is strain specific as

did not exhibit the same period lengthening

studies using differing models have reported

when exposed to LL that CBA/CaJ mice

both weight gain (Capri et al., 2019) and no

experienced. This result could be due to the

weight gain (Maroni et al., 2018; Vinogradova

reduced quantity of light information being

et al., 2009) due to the photoperiod.

sent to and received by the SCN as blindness

Additionally, while other studies have often

reduces light input to the SCN (Lockley et al.,

reported the presence of a circadian disruption

2007). Light intensity is known to directly

leads

correlate

hyperglycemia,

to

photoperiod

lengthening

to

both

hyperinsulinemia
symptoms

and

commonly

(Steinlechner et al., 2002). Additionally, it has

associated with a type 2 diabetes status,

been previously shown that CBA/J mice

CBA/CaJ

experience

circadian

experienced a decrease in glucose levels and a

photosensitivity when compared to sighted

corresponding increase in serum insulin

CBA mouse strains (Yoshimura et al., 1994).

(Figure 14G). It is possible that LL induces

Interestingly, however, it is possible that this

strain specific hypoglycemia in CBA/CaJ

reduction in circadian photosensitivity is

mice in response to LL as insulin levels

strain specific to CBA mice as C57BL/6 mice

increase, glucose uptake will increase, thus

strains whether sighted or experiencing retinal

reducing blood glucose levels. It should

degeneration

circadian

however be noted that it is also possible that

responses to light (Foster et al., 1991). These

rhythms regarding glucose and insulin could

results indicate that light receptors located in

have presented at different phases in LL. A

the retina likely contribute to circadian

difference in oscillations could account for the

regulation as well as possibly mediate

observed decrease in glucose levels as

circadian period lengthening during LL

measurements only occurred during a single

exposure.

time point.

a

reduction

exhibit

in

similar

mice

exposed

to

LL

also

Because CBA/CaJ mice were more

In LL, CBA/CaJ mice experience

susceptible to the circadian alterations caused

increased active time in the open field assay

by

they

compared to CBA/J mice in LL as well as

experienced the largest increase in weight

CBA/CaJ in LD (Figure 13A). Previous

exposure

to

constant

light,
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studies

indicate

that

novelty-induced

associated with open field parameters (Adler

explorative locomotor behavior responses to

et al., 1999) while manual promotion in

LL are strain and species specific (Capri et al.,

testosterone via injection can increase open

2019). However, the reduction in light

field activity (Raynaud and Schradin 2014). In

exposure corresponds to a reduction in mood

humans, reductions in testosterone have been

regulation independent of the SCN and

found to result from sleep deprivation (Faraut

instead are controlled via the input the

et al., 2019). The increased testosterone

thalamus receives from the retina (Fernandez

observed in CBA/CaJ mice exposed to LL

et al., 2018). This indicated that the amount of

could have been driving the increase in active

light exposure, either through the SCN or

time exhibited in CBA/CaJ mice exposed to

other brain regions, modifies emotion more

LL during the open field test.

intensely than circadian desynchrony. CBA/J

Both CBA/J and CBA/CaJ mice

mice in LL did not exhibit open field

experienced a reduction in TSH (Figure 14C)

behaviors as CBA/CaJ mice in LL which is

as well as a reduction in fT4 (Figure 14D) in

due in part to likely reductions in light input

response to LL exposure. It has been

outside of the circadian timing system.

previously shown in non-CBA strains that

Baseline differences between CBA/CaJ and

TSH is reduced and fT4 is increased due to LL

CBA/J mice also exist in velocity, distance,

resulting in hyperthyroid-like symptoms

and center zone time which could be due the

(Capri et al., 2019; Maroni et al., 2018). The

visual ability of CBA/CaJ mice.

reduction of both TSH and fT4 caused by LL

Furthermore,
experienced

increased

CBA/CaJ
testosterone

mice
in

in

this

study

indicates

secondary

hypothyroidism. It should be noted that the

response to LL while CBA/J mice did not

CBA

mouse

exhibit photoperiod differences in frontal lobe

thyroiditis and are more susceptible to

testosterone levels (Figure 14H). During

developing thyroid related diseases (Nicoletti

behavioral assays, including the open field

et al., 1994). Neither size nor structure of the

test, increased testosterone can be linked to

thyroid was examined within this study. These

anxiety-like and emotional behaviors (Celec

results indicate that light exposure may play a

et al., 2015). Interestingly, manual reduction

role

in testosterone via the removal of gonads can

Additionally, it is possible thyroid-related

reduce anxiety-like and emotional behaviors

hormones are mediated via the circadian

in

strains

experience

thyroid-related

mild

hormones.
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timing system and not visual light input as

mentioned, the increase in novelty induced

both CBA/J (blind) and CBA/CaJ mice

exploration is likely strain specific.

(sighted) experienced reductions in thyroidrelated hormone secretion similarly.
While several strain differences in
circadian,

behavioral,

hormones in C57BL/6 mouse strains as well
as CBA strains. The thyroid is just one organ

physiological

controlled by the hypothalamus per the

responses to LL occurred, differences are

hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid (HPT) axis.

primarily observed in CBA/CaJ (sighted)

Communication is performed via stimulation

mice. This pattern was the case for weight

by the anterior pituitary gland to secrete

gain, glucose levels, open field activity, and

thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH). The HPT

frontal lobe testosterone. Other responses

axis is regulated by the neuroendocrine

indicate both strains experienced LL equally

system to control metabolism. When this

such as the reduction in thyroid-related

negative feedback loop malfunctions, it

hormone secretion. This study supplements

results in altered physiology such that it slows

the collection of information regarding the

growth and limits cellular differentiation.

effects of exposure to LL resulting in altered

Thyroid disease effects roughly 3 million

circadian,

Americans each year. These diseases range

behavioral,

and

I report alterations to thyroid-related

and

physiological

functions.

from

hyperthyroidism,

hypothyroidism,

Both studies reveal commonalities

thyroiditis among many others. When the

regarding the response to constant light as a

thyroid gland is unable to function correctly in

circadian disruption. Constant light is found in

its response to TSH or in its production of

both C57BL/6 strains and CBA/CaJ mice to

thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine the

alter novelty induced activity. Increased

efficiency of metabolism is altered. The

active time is universally exhibited in all

course of these diseases can be chronic.

sighted

exposure.

Additionally, it should be noted several

Additionally, an increase to the number of

responses to constant light are strain specific

total rotations in the open field was exhibited

as highlighted by the genetic differences

uniformly in both CBA strains and C57BL/6

present between the two C57BL/6 strains and

mice housed in IR conditions. Only C57BL/6

two CBA strains. When exposed to LL, only

mice housed in IR experienced a difference in

C57BL6/N mice in IR cages gained weight

total

compared to all other groups and only

animals

rotations

with

in

LL.

LL

As

previously
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CBA/CaJ mice gained weight in LL. Results

alterations caused by circadian disruption in

regarding weight gain in LL indicate this

females should be examined further. Finally,

result may be a strain specific response.

the genetic diversity within this study should

In conclusion, an abundance of strain
differences

was

defined

between

two

C57BL/6 strains and two CBA strains

be used to add to a cohesive collection
regarding the variety of responses to constant
light.

regarding physiology and metabolism when
exposed to circadian disruption. The C57BL/6

Overall Conclusions

mouse is the most commonly used strain in

I established several strain differences

mouse model studies. Results from this study

in the response to constant light and running

have identified possible future implications

wheel access in C57BL/6 strains. Baseline

that could exist due to differences that exist

strain differences exist in B6J mice exhibiting

between B6J and B6N mice due to circadian

increased home cage locomotor activity and

disruption. Overall, B6N mice were found to

increased exploratory behavior compared to

be more susceptible to the negative effects of

B6N mice. In LL, B6J mice experienced

circadian disruption. B6N mice despite

greater period lengthening and increased

exhibiting

lengthening,

anxiety compared to B6N mice. While B6N

experienced increase anxiety-like behaviors in

mice exhibited increased weight gain in LL

response to LL. Additionally, CBA/CaJ mice

which could be due to their genetic proneness

are more susceptible to the negative health

to

consequences and behavioral changes of

exploration with RW access while B6N mice

constant light exposure, in part due to their

did not. These results further demonstrate that

visual abilities compared to CBA/J mice.

B6 substrains exhibit different behavioral and

While CBA/J mice did not experience the

physiological

same alterations due to the exposure of

disruption and wheel-running access.

reduced

period

obesity.

B6J

mice

also

responses

to

decreased

circadian

constant light, further work is needed to define

I also report several strain differences

differences caused circadian desynchrony in

between the CBA/J and the CBA/CaJ mice.

blind individuals. While these studies only

Baseline

explored male mice, female mice are known

CBA/CaJ mice exhibit greater exploratory

to exhibit differences in behavior compared to

behavior

male mice. The physiologic and metabolic

decreased glucose tolerance. In LL, CBA/CaJ

strain

in

a

difference

novel

exist

where

environment

but
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mice experienced greater priod lengthening,

(blind) mice could not visually perceive the

because

are

light they did not exhibit a free running

experienced increased weight gain while

rhythm as long as the sighted animals (B6N,

CBA/J mice did not experience these cycle

B6J, and CBA/CaJ).

of

this

interaction

they

difference which is a clear photoperiod and
retinal function difference.

Alterations to metabolism occurred in
all strains (B6N, B6J, CBA/J, and CBA/CaJ)

Overall, all strains (B6N, B6J, CBA/J,

exposed to LL. Although resulted were not

and CBA/CaJ) in this study exhibited

mirrored between the B6 and CBA strains, a

increased exploratory behavior in a novel

difference in thyroid function occurs with

environment when exposed to constant room

exposure to LL. B6 strains exhibited increased

level lighting. These results indicate a

fT4 due to LL, while CBA strains exhibited

correlation between circadian disruption and

decreased fT4. While TSH was not tested in

abnormal behavior. Additionally, LL resulted

B6 strains, it is consistently shown that LL

in decreased circadian locomotor activity in

reduces TSH (as seen in the CBA strains).

all strains (B6N, B6J, CBA/J, and CBA/CaJ).

Despite alterations in the metabolism of all

Although all animals in LL experienced

animals exposed to LL, weight gain caused by

period lengthening, it was the sighted animals

constant light remains a strain specific

(B6N, B6J, and CBA/CaJ) that exhibited the

response. Only B6N and CBA/CaJ mice

greatest period lengthening. This is primarily

gained weight in response to the photoperiod.

caused by the increased light intensity to the

In

brain of the sighted animals. Light intensity to

background or visual ability, LL alters

the brain is directly correlated to the extent of

circadian rhythms and causes abnormal

period lengthening. Because the CBA/J

behaviors, and changes in metabolism.

conclusion,

regardless

of

genetic
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